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1. Introduction
We inThe relation of similariry plays a central role in Carnap'sKonsürutionstheoríe.
tend in the following paper to take a closerlook at this matter. First there is a differenceto
and the levelsthey are
be mentionedberweenthe proper analysisand the quasianalysis,
functionalat. Secondwe emphasizethe different behaviorof similarirycirclesused in the
rwo methods,and reach the crucial issueof the stipulatedsimilariry intervals.En fn it is
the problem of colour solid tridimensionalirythat we consider,and our systematicdistinction befweennuancesand sub-nuances.

2. PROPERANALYSISAND QUASIANATYSISAS THEY APPEARIN
THE TWO EXAMPLESFROM S7OAND S71
2.1. What must first be said about objects and elementary experiences,i.e. entities which are subjected to these two methods
Both proper analysisand quasianalysishave in common, on one side, the fact that
they are not starting from our knowledgeof the entities,but from an already given list
which pairs the entities.On the other side,they sharethe sameformaÌ stmcture.The first
significantdistinctionhere is the one berweentwo kinds of entities entering these procedures.The proper analysisdealstrivialiy with analy2sflsobjects,$70:
In the caseof proper analysis,we are concernedneither rvith points
that have no propenies,nor with unanalysableunits, but with objects
which harreseveralconstituents(or characteristics).
In Carnap's$70 example,he startsfrom a number of things colouredin variousways
r,r'itha number of colours.We do not know about thesethings what colourseach of them
has. "All we have is a pair-list, i.e., we know only the extensionof the relation of colour
kinship[...-l."
The quasianalysis,on the contrary, regards object that cannot be directly analyzable
(e.g.,elementaryexperiencesconceivedin the
on the accountof their indecomposabiliry,
frameworkof the Gestalt-psychology).
Carnap choosesin the $71 example, as analyzableunits, the "compound" chords.
Chordsare compoundout of tones.Either in this casewe do not know what tones enter
each of the chords. At the basis of the pair-list is now the relation of kinship between
tones.The relation of kinship appearingin both examplesholds betweenentities properIt is au fond a relation of identity betweentheir proper-or quasiconstituor quasianalysed.

I We are profoundlyindebtedto ProfessorIlie Pânrr who awokeour interestin Carnap'sphilosophy,
and supponedus all aÌong.
2 Universiryof Bucharest,Faculryof Philosophy(e-maii:vacaríu@fil.unibuc.ro).
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colour of one object is identicaÌ with a colour of the other- The same holds aÌso in rhe case
of chords.

2.2. On úe essential distinction between two levels of considering
the entities: úe physical and the phenomenal, and its relation with
proper- and quasianalysis
An essentialdistinction concernsthe way we look at the above mentioned entities.
The proper analysisdeals with physical,while the quasianalysisrrearswith phenomenal
conceivedentities.
As a phenomenon,i.e., as it is given in sensation(in contrast to úe
viewpoint of physicsand acoustics),a chord is a unitary totality (elnheítlicheTotolitcit)which is not compoundof constituents.
'
From the physicalpoint of view, entities (objects,chords) are compound (out of colours and tones, respectively).But this from the physicaÌviewpoint only. As such, only at
this level it is possiblea proper analysis,i.e., a division of entities in their prooenies.For
example, a chord is formed 'acousticallyspeaking'out of the concomitantc, e, g tones.
From the phenomenalpoint of view, entitiesare not taken to be composedof constituents,
but as wholes (in the Gestaltmanner).
In hearing the chord, we detect - provided that we have already
heard a sufficientnumber of other chords- three constituents,not in
the sense of parts, but in the sense of three different directions in
which we can proceed from it to other chords (i.e., to entire chord
classeswhich standto one another in the relation of tone kinshlp).
In other words, a chord cannot be taken isolated.In order to distinguishits three di:ctions, one must associatethis chord with the others previouslyheard. The chord c ,- g is not determined by simultaneouslyhearing the three tones (as in the case of
oper analysis),but only through relating it to other chordswhich containsat leastone of
t7êc, €, g tones.The chordsare compared,as we alreadymentioned,through the relation
of tone kinship. On this basisthe chord classes,i.e. the similarirycircles,are formed.

2.3. The different behaviour of similarity circles; what they really
are and significantly presuppose
To sum up, all we have as a method is a) the proper analysis(basedon the relation of
kinship befween entities, i.e. objects,chords) which is, in fact, a relation of identiry berween their propenies, and b) the quasianalysis(also based on the kinship relation between entities, i.e. an identiry relation between their properties).Carnapspeaksabout "a
secondtype of quasianalysis",
too. This secondrype, unlike the first one, is basedon the
relation of similariry (5ZZ). What one must keep in sight is that similariry cfcles do nor
behave the same in the wvo cases.In proper analysisand in the first rype of quasianaÌysis
similarity circlesidentify rhemselvesas qualiry classes.
739
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"colourcÌasses".
Let us cali tÌrecÌasso1alÌ thingswhrcÌthavc.acerlarÌr
coÌour in common a "coÌourclass"(e.g., the classof the red [completelyred or alsoredl things,of blue things,erc.).S70
In the caseof quasianalysis
basedon the Part similarity relation,similariry circlesare
the bridge to the qualify classes.
We call rvvo things colour simíIarif, among other colours,they each
have a colour which is similar to thar of the other (i.e., which, on rhe
colour soÌid, has a distancefrom the other which is smallerthan a certain arbitrarilychosenmagnitude).[...]Ir is impossiblein this caseto
determine directly the colour classes(i.e., the ciassesof alr and only
thosethingswhich, amongother colours,bear a certaincolour).$72
So, we will determinefirst and easiera different rype of class,the colour similariq'
circles.If that is the case,why cannot we determinedirectly the colour classes?Because
here we do not deal with the samecolour assignedto all entities.Rather,it is a matter of
variegatingconcerningbrightness,saturationand hue of that colour.The similarirycircle is
a too large classfor denoting univocaliya coÌour. It is necessaryto implement a further
condition in order to set aside the above-mentioned
variegatingand to get a single quasiqualiry.Let us take an example.We supposethere are two chords.One can speakabout
the first rype of quasianalysis
when one of the tonesis the same(it has the samepitch and
loudness)in both chords.The commontone is the wanted qualiry.Now, the secondrype of
quasianalysis
handÌewith only similar (that is, not identical)tones,i.e., with differencesin
pitch and loudness.On the one side,rwo chordsa, b, c and c, d, e are related through the
tone c (by Part identity). on the other side,the rwo chordsa, b, c' and c", d, e are related
by Part similarity betweenc' and c" (c' and c" are two variationsin pitch and loudnessof
the tone c). On accountof this differenceone cannot determinesimply the quality ciassc.
Nonetheless,the similarity circle is allowed to contain chordswhere c has the maximun
and respectively,the minimum value in pitch orland loudness,if we take the similarity ir
terval (seesection2. below) to be the largestpossibleone.Actually,in the Konsdrurioruyr
tem we do not deal with such large intervals,but with finer onesbecauseonly thesecan
accountfor c tone alike qualities.That'swhy the interval needsto be restrainedand formerly stipulated(fesrges
etzt).1

r This restraintimpliesavoidingthe possibiÌiryof irregulariryin the phenomenalworid (cf Moulines
(1 9 9 1),p. 283).
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WAY THEY IEAD TO THE KEY.CONCEPTOF CARNAP,SSYSTEM: TTTE
STIPULATED INTERVAL
3.1 Where it becomes clear the meaning of the colour solid tridimensionality and its connection wiú úe similarity interval
ln $72 example,Carnapdefinesthe coìour solid which is tridimensionaÌ;these three
dimensionsare not to be understoodas spatial, but related to brightness,saturationand
hue. The colour solid representsexactlythe possibiliryof one particularcolour to variegate
in thesethree characteristics:
hue (chromaticsvariationsof colour), saturation (intensirychangesof it; Carnapunderstandsby saturationthe white contenrof a coÌour), brightness
(i.e., luminosiryvariations,black content in Carnap'swords). The set of colour solidsforms
the colour matrix. For exampie,the green can largely variegatein hue betweenthe closest
to yellow nuanceof greenand the closestto blue nuanceof green.In this interval there are
only similar green nuances.In saturation,the greenvariesas the colour resolutionchanges
íthat is, the minimum value correspondsto the least intensecolour). Finally, brightness
takesthe greenberweenthe closestto white and the closestto black gïeen nuances.
Further, Carnap definescolour sphereshaving an essentialrole in the constitutionaÌ
systemeconomy.
The largest possibleparts of the colour solid, which contain nothing
but coloursthat are similar to one anorher,are sphereswhich panially
overlap each other, and whose diameter is the arbitrarily fixed a
maximal distance of similarity (which may be different in different
parts of the colour solid).
This stipulation takespÌaceson each of those three dimensions.Two coloursare simi'r if they are similar in chromatics,resolutionand luminosiry,i.e., whether they belong to
e same simiiariry interval. They do not belong to it becausethey are simiiar, but con/ersely they are similar becausethey belong to one and the same interval. Now, it naturally arisesthe questionhow can I put togethertwo coloursin to the sameinterval, knowing nothing about them? One possibleanswer is that they could be included in to the interval through the comparisonof the Cartesiancoordinatesof the local signswhich coÍrespond to the two colours (cf. ToaderNacariu, 1997).1

3.2 Nuances, sub-nuzìncesand the perils of the infinite regïession
Inside the samecolour solid (that correspondsto a certaincolour), colour spheresdiffer amongthem by nuance(seefig. 1) and diameter (Sr*Sz*Se+S+*Ss).

1 we regard now this answer as a not so carnapianone, and try to offer here a solution cÌoserto
AUFBAU.
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Fig.1A cbloursoÌidwith five colour spheres
Let us take one of thesesphereSl in order to seehow it is obtained.A coÌour sphere
ìs
formedby colours,i.e., out of simiÌarsub-nuances(seebelow),thosethat beloni
to the
similarity interval that defines the diameter of our sphere.A colour similarity
circle is
madeout of things,'which have one of the coloursof a certaincolour sphere'(g72),
that is
one of the sub-nuancesof our sphere.Eachnuancecan vary on the three dimensions,
in
this way the sub-nuances
are comingout. The sub-nuances
of a certaincolour nuancerepresentsthe smalÌestvariations of that nuance in saturation,brightness,hue. Therefore,
colour similariry circles are actually sub-nuancessímilarity circles.The nuance of a colour
sphereis obtainedthrough an essentialoverlappingof sub-nuancesimilarity circles.
For an example,Ìet us considera bÌue colour solid, and therein a sphereof a nuance
of blue, St. This nuanceis determinedby essentiallyoverlappingúe sub-nuancesimilariry
circles,let them be three:S1',S1",Sr"' (fig. 2).

Fig.2
There is stilÌ unciearhow it is possiblefor rwo things in the samesub-nuancesimiÌaritl.'circle to be pan similar.Two things are in rhe sameSr'-similarirycircle if both of them
have coloursbelongingto the interval that determinesthe sphereSi, and more, belonging
to the interval which determinesthe similarity of the different smallestvariations of Sr'.
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N.r.n',tlrc r'<il'trrciasses
are to tÌle individuarplacesciÍ tÌre c'loul-solrrr
what the colour similariry circlesare to the colour
spheres.since the
individual placesof the coroursolid are the largestpàrts
or rhe corour
solid, which remain arwaysundivided in the mutual
overlappingof the
colour spheres,we can determinethe colour classes
cor.erponaï.rgtyu,
the largestsubclasses
of the corour similarity circleswhich remain un_
divided through the mutual overlappingof thesecircles.(g72)

Fig' 3 The marked areasare locations(Einzektellen)of the colour
solid,viz., thar what
emainsoutsideany intersectionfrom the colour classes.

3.3 Essential and accidental overlapping. what is that all about?
As seenabove,the overlappingof úe sub-nuancesimilarirycircles
is an essentialone.
carxaP definesin SB2anotherrype of overlapping:the accidenid. ro clarify this one let
us
takt: two sub-nuancesimilariry circlesbr and bz (cf. 5Bt), br =
{brr, brz, brs}, and b2 =
{b27, bzz, bzs}, where bii are the smallest variations of bt and bz, respectively.Let
q={Vxebt, xebz, bl1c x} be a colourclass,where x is an elementaryexperience.
Let y be
nn;ther elementaryexperiences,
y €q; z is an elementaryexperiencethat doesnot belong
'p q, bur includesbrz. The q - classis formed uy rwo rypàsof elemenraryexperiences:
those including btl, and those including both bri and bzì (or another
variation of bz).
Subsequently'q is sectionedthrough the overlappingof rhe rwo similariry
circles.
In the caseof the essentialoverlappingq - classmust be wholly comprised
in the
commoninrersectionof the rwo similarirycircles.In the
$g1 example,carnap says,

I rhis stopsthe infinite regression,
possibleon accounrof the simiiariryreiarion.
IÍJ
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our case bl and b2 _ our note, i._D.T./G.y.-):it cannot
be an essential
overiap in this case, since a and b belong to different
coìour solids and
furthermore to different colour ranges within the corour
solids.
so, an essential overlapping can occur only when br
and bz belong to the same colour
soÌid, and more, rherein only when they berong to the
same colour sphere.

4. AS A MATTER OF CONCLUSION
In this paper,we tried to emphasiseas the keynoteof carnap's
systemthe conceptof
similarityíntetval,an interval expressedby numericalvalues,
boú on the three qualitative
dimensionsand on the rwo spatialdimensions.one must notice
that, from a holistic point
of view, betweenthe elementaryexperiences
there could exist two kinds of similariry:
(a) at temporallyminimal intervals(we call this the 'infinitesimal'
level of similariry),
(b) at temporallylarger intervals.
It emergesnow as obviousthe greatimportanceof the locaì sign (i.e.,
of cartesiancoordinates)in the economyof the system:we believeCarnapintroduces
the two spatial dimensionsof a colour in order to restrainthe similarityto the case(a).
only in this casethe
similarityof rwo elementaryexperiences
involvesalsoa similar spatialpositionof coÌours.
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